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RUSS FULCHER (R-ID-01)
RUSS FULCHER (R-ID-01)
Member, House Education and Labor Committee; Member, House Natural Resources Committee
PRE-INSURRECTION –

https://twitter.com/RussFulcher/status/1324773510384766976

Russ Fulcher @RussFulcher

#idpol

Ensuring ballot integrity is paramount to preserving our republic. All legal ballots must be counted in a manner transparent to everyone. As has long been noted - the process of "mass-ballot mailing" utilized by some states (different than an absentee process) inserts more opportunity for inaccuracy and/or fraud. Given this, the apparent "closeness" of the Presidential race, media reports of possible tabulation irregularities, and ramifications of the outcome, it is wise to take time to validate the process and the count. Should evidence of error or wrongdoing be discovered, it must be vigorously investigated and resolved." -Congressman Russ Fulcher

https://twitter.com/RepRussFulcher/status/1324863534539354112

Rep. Russ Fulcher @RepRussFulcher

I join my constituents in deep concern about the disturbing interferences being exposed in this election. This is not a partisan issue; the integrity of our election process relies on these allegations being thoroughly investigated and rectified.
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6:57 PM · Nov 6, 2020 · Twitter Web App

Rep. Russ Fulcher @RepRussFulcher · Nov 6, 2020

Replying to @RepRussFulcher
I am committed to taking the steps appropriate with this office that can ensure our election process is transparent, legal, and secure.
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UPDATE:

"Over the last two days from both Idaho and Washington, DC, I have had direct discussions with President Trump's campaign team, assessing the national ballot count situation and discussing the most appropriate courses of action.

There are tabulation locations where legally authorized republican poll-watchers have been denied oversight, and allegations of "newly found" ballots. Media activity - seemingly more interested in declaring a Biden victory than identifying all the facts - only complicate the matter.

Much more than the Presidency is at stake here. The nation's election integrity - a key component of our republic – hangs in the balance. If steps aren't taken now to ensure voting processes are legal, secure, and trustworthy, the rights of every American will be violated and future elections are jeopardized.

President Trump is well-aware that the result of this election affects much more than this one race. I have encouraged campaign staff to take legal steps as necessary to shine a light on all that is not publicly known. Also, as a leader in Idaho and a co-chair of the Trump campaign, I am making myself available to continue assisting as appropriate." -Congressman Russ Fulcher

7:09 PM · Nov 6, 2020 · Twitter Web App
https://twitter.com/freedomcaucus/status/1334529120433266694 (retweet)

@freedomcaucus

Today, the @freedomcaucus will be demanding that Attorney General William Barr provide the American people full transparency into the DOJ’s investigation into 2020 election fraud.

TUNE IN AT 3:30 PM EST / 2:30 PM CST:

c-span.org/video/?506990...

11:05 AM · Dec 3, 2020 · Twitter Web App

https://twitter.com/RepRussFulcher/status/1334644682429706241 – Excerpt selected by staff. Highlight added by staff.

Rep. Russ Fulcher
@RepRussFulcher

The integrity of our election process depends on allegations being investigated and findings made public.

Today I joined a press conference asking AG Barr to release the findings of the DOJ investigation into 2020 election fraud.

More info here: fulcher.house.gov/_cache/files/e...

6:44 PM · Dec 3, 2020 · Twitter for iPhone

We are writing today because we are concerned about the shocking lack of action from the Justice Department following your directive. There are a number of anomalies, statistical improbabilities and accusations of fraud that bring the election results in several states into question. Affidavits of irregularities in the voting and tabulation processes have been sworn in a number of jurisdictions. Threats of retribution by leftist groups with a history of violence have been made against election officials and attorneys for President Trump. And a number of last-minute changes inballoting and counting requirements raise questions about the overall integrity of federal elections.
The American people must have full confidence in the integrity of our elections. That begins with election-related crimes being thoroughly investigated and prosecuted. We are asking AG Barr to follow up on disturbing reports of possible violations in GA: fulcher.house.gov/_cache/files/9...
https://twitter.com/alexsalvinews/status/1346646314017120256 (retweet)

Rep. Russ Fulcher Retweeted

Alex Salvi
@alexsalvinews

Tonight on After Hours on @OANN: Our Electoral College Event Preview!

Objection (YES) - @RepRussFulcher
Objection (NO) - @RepThomasMassie
MAGA March - @JHoganGidley

Tune in tonight at 10:00pm ET!
DAY OF –

https://twitter.com/FoxFriendsFirst/status/1346843999085199363 (retweet before riot)

**Video:** “There are tens of millions of people who want to see action on this who are absolutely convinced there’s election fraud. We have a real problem on our hands if we don’t act here.”

More than 140 Republican members of Congress will object to at least one state elector today. @RepRussFulcher is one of them and says state election laws were violated.

https://twitter.com/RepRussFulcher/status/1346848178331660288 (before riot)

**Video (same as above):** “There are tens of millions of people who want to see action on this who are absolutely convinced there’s election fraud. We have a real problem on our hands if we don’t act here.”

I joined Fox & Friends First this morning to discuss today’s election certification.

https://twitter.com/RepRussFulcher/status/1346858547867475970 (before riot)
Formal objections filed.
https://twitter.com/RepRussFulcher/status/1349459250410627079

Rep. Russ Fulcher ⚡️ @RepRussFulcher

The Capitol Police are heroes. I continue to support and thank them for their service.
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3:52 PM · Jan 13, 2021 · Twitter Web App

Rep. Russ Fulcher ⚡️ @RepRussFulcher · Jan 13
Replying to @RepRussFulcher

Yesterday, metal detectors and member screening procedures were initiated at entrances of the House chamber, unauthorized via House rule. Info thus far shows the events on Jan. 6 came from outside, not from members.
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Rep. Russ Fulcher ⚡️ @RepRussFulcher · Jan 13

Member screening puts our capitol police in an awkward position of screening those they are to protect, re-directs resources away from outside threats, and implies members are a threat to one another... a notion I reject.
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Rep. Russ Fulcher ⚡️ @RepRussFulcher · Jan 13

I and other members, communicated to the Sergeant at Arms that we would not be participating with the new screening procedure until we knew House rules were followed. Lastly, I am unaware of any rude interactions between members and capitol police.
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Rep. Russ Fulcher ⚡️ @RepRussFulcher · Jan 13

Those relationships are extremely positive... now we need to build similar relations between one another.

5/5
This will only be made more difficult and divisive by further attempts to impeach the President, with only days left in his term & without proper hearings taking place. As I reiterated to the Speaker Jan 9th (below), this is not the time to drive the partisan wedge deeper. 4/4

---

**CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES**

**HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES**

09 January 2021

The Honorable Nancy Pelosi
Speaker of the House
United States Capitol
Washington, D.C.

Madam Speaker,

As our country takes a breath after a year of pandemic, consistent violence across the country, and a controversial election, I strongly urge you to forgo pursuing another impeachment of President Donald Trump.

Yet another attempt to prematurely end the Trump presidency by mere days – will not succeed and will only fan the flames of division in our country.

As reiterated by President Trump in his concession speech, “My focus now turns to ensuring a smooth, orderly and seamless transition of power.”

Interrupting this transition will eliminate any chance of healing or unity for our country. These actions could instead incite civil unrest at a level that would make Seattle, Minneapolis, and D.C. look like minor incidents.

Americans have had enough this past year. They deserve the opportunity for a peaceful transition of power.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Russ Fulcher
Member of Congress